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Abstract -Internet of Things of IoT is one of the emerging 

technologies in the contemporary world. The concept of IoT 

is outperforming by assimilating with cloud and automation 

sector. Thus, many people get lured to this concept and 

starting working on these technologies. Each day, plenty of 

objects or devices get connected with internet at burgeoning 

rate. However, the biggest challenge is the issue of providing 

security to IoT based devices, for which lightweight and 

robust cryptographic algorithms are being used in 

microcontroller. By doing this, the performance does not get 

affected by this, and it provides the efficient solution to 

security. AES algorithm is considered as best cryptography 

algorithm than any other counter algorithms. Nonetheless, 

such systems are not being used as it has very low processing 

capability and it is mostly 8 bits. Nowadays, Single Board 

Computers have been incorporated since they are capable of 

supporting full operating system having better processing 

power, more storage space, and sensors can be attached to it. 

In this paper, implementation of single board system has been 

discussed with DHT11 sensor that sends the data of 

temperature and humidity to thingspeak cloud API. Also, the 

AES 128-ECB encryption method has been used. 

Keywords – IoT, Raspberry Pi, AES, Cryptography, 

DHT11, Thingspeak 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Since Internet of Things has a wider scope, myriad 

devices have been connected to it, and thus performing 

automation. There are mainly four different parts – 

Sense, Collect, Analyze, and React. The standalone unit 

capable of being controlled remotely can be referred to 

as Internet of Things. The US National Security and 

Telecommunications Advisory Committee (NSTAC) has 

proposed IoT based applications on three shared 

common principles as described in fig 1.1.  

 

 

Figure 1.1 – Three Common principles of IoT [4] 

The objects of IoT are combined with microcontrollers and 

sensors that enable communication with each other. We can 

consider objects, such as people, devices, animals, vehicles 

and so on. In other words, mobile to car, coffee making 

machine can be take into consideration as internet via free 

source IPV6 that flows the data without any intervention 

from a human or computer. IoT devices have the capability to 

gather, analyze and process the data for information parsing. 

IoT chiefly has three things, people, connectivity and 

processes. The popular applications of IoT include Smart 

cities and healthcare, smart home, digital farming and so on. 

It saves the crucial time resources along with the manpower. 

This means every individual identity and thing have their 

own space along with specific address over the internet. 

There are several factors which are required to manage the 

Internet of Things insight of certainty, and safety. Over the 

internet, users are constantly vulnerable to threats and ever-

growing nature of internet disturb the functionality and its 

meaning that stress in exploiting the important foundational 

delicacy. Unfortunately, this is not true for IoT devices. The 

main purpose of this is to obstruct the development of such 

model and to minimize the effect. Therefore, better 

understanding of elements and advancement is paramount. 

Many Mobile-based application are pervasive in nature and 

alluring customers. Similarly, the sensory devices are in this 

race to facilitate multitude extent of information to enhance 

customer experience. 

 

2. IoT Architecture Model 

 

The term Internet of Things mainly revolves around two 

words, i.e. Internet and Things. Things can also be called as 

objects with a unique identity with the ability to perform 

remote sensing, actuating and also real time monitoring in 

different sorts of data. These objects can communicate with 

different objects and application and share data on certain 

parameters. The term “Internet” mainly defines a global 

communication network used to connect trillions of 

computing machines across the planet[8] that also helps in 

information sharing. IoT does not have a standard model yet, 

but its architecture fig1.2 revolves around below illustrated 

model specified with three major layers : 
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Figure 1.2 – IoT Architecture[14] 

 

Perception Layer – It is the physical layer that includes 

sensors for sensing and gathering information. It identifies 

the smart objects on the basis of various parameters in the 

environment. 

 

Network Layer – It connects the application layer with the 

perception layer. It connects with servers, network devices 

like routers and other smart things. It transmits and processes 

sensor data. 

 

Application Layer – This layer provides application based 

services to the user. It provides the user interface that shows 

the details to the user like if he wants to switch on some 

device and he is sending some inputs or requests to the 

sensors to retrieve the data. 

 

3.  Security Issues with IoT 

 

IoT is a revolution in almost any industry and is changing the 

way work is done with more and more emphasis on 

automation using Internet Connected Devices. But when 

internet is involved, one biggest concern becomes the 

security and privacy of the devices and data connected with 

Internet. Google and Amazon are two of the largest 

companies in IoT at the moment with the plethora of the 

devices they introduced in the last year including APIs[6] to 

make work simpler for the users. This IoT revolution will not 

be stopped soon, and here are some of the biggest security 

and privacy issues that a client and business have to consider 

before connecting their devices and data with the humongous 

Internet : 

 

 More devices, more problems: Network Firewall is an 

important part of a client or company’s network as all 

devices work behind a firewall and if the packets need to 

travel to the internet from internal network, they have to 

go through the firewall. Time is changing very rapidly, 

around ten years ago, we at homes were worried to 

protect and secure the computers, five years ago, we 

were worried to secure data on our smartphones too and 

now new devices connecting with internet like our home 

appliances, cars, our wearables, etc have added to our 

worry. Yes, Firewall is there as a security appliance to 

stop outside traffic originated from external network 

towards internal, but hackers still have ways to enter the 

network as there is no such thing as hundred percent 

security in the network. What IoT bring is that it 

provides hackers with a much bigger ground to play with 

lots more devices than before which they can hack. For 

example, if hackers hack our car and remotely control it 

and there is nothing that you can do. Hackers can also 

hack a patient’s or baby’s health monitoring band which 

can make good bit of damage. A figure 1.3 shows how a 

hacker can bring problems to you, if IoT is not secure : 

 
Figure 1.3 – IoT Security Issues[15] 

 

 Lots and Lots of updates: One thing that every network 

security professional will tell you is “Security policies 

have to be dynamic”, yes, and it is true. When you buy 

any software like Microsoft Windows 10, Microsoft sold 

that to you by saying that it is secure, but with the time, 

hackers discover some vulnerabilities in the Windows 

10, and when Microsoft comes to know about the 

vulnerability, they start to make security patches or 

security updates to their Windows 10 customers [6] so 

that hackers could not exploit the vulnerabilities. It is 

related with IoT products that you bought from 

companies like Amazon, Google etc. When you buy an 

IoT device, it is safe when you bought it, but hackers 

eventually discovered some vulnerabilities that makes 

the product unsafe. Therefore companies making IoT 

devices have to come up with lots and lots of updates as 

security patches to cover the vulnerabilities. So if you 

are not updating your device or have turned it off, like 

the people does when they installs pirated software, then 

security is compromised. Also when some software 

upgrade is end-of-life from the company and they do not 

provide any updates or patches and you are still using 

that software, then your software becomes a easy exploit 

for hackers. For example, there are still lots of 

companies or people using Microsoft XP while the 

support for Microsoft was ended in year 2014. 

 

 Lazy and unaware customers :Automatic updates are 

used because humans are to perform basic steps to 

update the computer with latest updates and keep their 

computing machine safe[5] If they are not able to protect 

a single computing device by updating manually, how 

can one protect IoT devices. While companies making 

IoT products like Amazon, Google, Samsung etc are 
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taking IoT security seriously, but in all the cases, the first 

line of defense is consumer itself. These IoT devices can 

be used against the consumer by the hackers if security is 

not applied on time. Select your IoT vendor carefully, as 

smaller vendors can offer you much cheaper price with 

some extra attractive features, but in case that small 

company folds, then there will be no one to patch the 

security vulnerabilities.   

 

 Data Protection from corporates :Hackers are not the 

only ones, who you have to be scare of. Large corporates 

which distributes these IoT devices can also collect your 

personal[1-2] information and it becomes much more 

dangerous when they use it while you are doing money 

transactions. For example, there are companies which 

have distributed their employees wearable’s like Fit bits, 

so that they can track their health and get lower health 

insurance premiums. Companies can also sell data to 

other companies which automatically violate individual 

privacy rights. 

 

 Data Encryption and Authentication :IoT involves 

collection of data from sensors to the cloud or any 

application which is linked with IoT device. There are 

billions of devices [10] connected with Internet. Data 

processing is an important part between IoT device 

having sensors and the cloud running the application. 

Most of the data is personal which has to be secure using 

the strong encryption standards, otherwise Man-in-the-

middle attacks or information leakage can become a big 

issue and will be a direct threat to consumer. There are 

two parts of security which has to be done in the 

securing the channel which can be securing the data and 

the network which most probably be wireless.  

Authentication is also very important part of the security, 

there has to be proper authentication in place between 

the IoT device and the application, otherwise open 

connectivity [11] can do a lot of damage. For example, if 

you have a temperature sensor at your smart home, 

which sends data to the application in encrypted form, 

but if there is no authentication, anyone can generate 

fake data and tells the application to instruct the AC to 

cool the room, even if it’s cold already. 

 

 Side Channel Attacks: Even if one can have 

encryption[1]  and authentication in place, it will still 

leave a chance of side channel attacks. In this type of 

attacks, hacker is not focused on information, but on how 

information is presented. It can be information 

presentation like power consumption, timing information 

etc. The above discussed security issues along with the 

Proactive and Reactive approaches needed to be taken 

for countermeasure are listed in table 1.2. 

 

 

Table 1.2 – IoT Security Issues 

SNO Security Issue Proactive Reactive 

Approach Approach 

1. Lots and Lots of 

updates 

Auto-updates Scan the 

application to 

find any 

vulnerability 

issue and 

apply updates 

forcefully, and 

then turn on 

auto-updates. 

2. Lazy and 

unaware 

customers 

Give 

customers an 

easy to use 

interface and 

manuals. 

Scan the 

application 

and contact 

technical 

support in case 

of any  

vulnerability  

3. Data Protection 

from corporates 

Do not save 

your 

Debit/Credit 

Card 

information 

permanently 

on any 

application. 

Block the 

cards/Change 

the pin in case 

of transaction 

issue. 

4. Data Encryption 

and 

Authentication 

Use complex 

passwords and 

encryption 

standards. 

Change 

Passwords 

immediately, 

and use some 

complex 

encryption 

standard. 

5. Side Channel 

Attacks 

Use strong 

authentication 

and end-to-end 

encryption 

Change 

encryption to 

end-to-end. 

 

4. RESULTS 

 

For the experiment purpose, we have setup the IoT 

environment with the help of Raspberry Controller and 

DHT11 sensor that sends the data to Things Speak server and 

perform IoT Analytics. Further, it stores the data that is 

transmitted by IoT sensor on internet. For this, we have 

Raspberrrry3b as shown:- 
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Figure 4.1 – Raspberry Pi 3b Pinout Diagram used in IoT 

work 

 

Raspberry Pi 3 Model B is a microcontroller model of 3rd 

generation from Raspberry Pi. It is replaced by Raspberry Pi 

2 in February 2016. It has the following specification: 

 Quad Core 1.2GHZ Broadcom BCM2837 64-bit CPU 

 1GB RAM 

 WLAN Card 

 Bluetooth Low Energy Card 

 40-pin GPIO 

 4 USB Ports 

 HDMI Port 

 Camera Port to connect RPi Camera 

 DSI Display port to connect RPi touchscreen display 

 Micro SD Port 

 Micro USB power source 

 

 

As per the official website, Raspberry Pi 3 Model B will be 

used in production till January 2026. Apart from Raspberry 

Pi, we have used a HDMI to VGA converter to display the 

Raspberry Pi results as shown below: 

 

 

Figure 4.2 – HDMI to VGA Converter 

 

DHT11 Sensor is used to monitor the temperature and 

humidity of the room. This sensor comes with 8-bit 

microcontroller. DHT11 has the technology that ensures the 

higher reliability and great scalability. This sensor has an 

element resistant and sensor which can be used for measuring 

wet temperature of devices. DHT11 offers several benefits 

like great quality, rapid response time and higher 

performance.  The figure is showing of DHT11 Sensor: 

 

 

Figure 4.3 – DHT11 Sensor Pinout 

After collecting all the hardware requirements, which 

includes a computer monitor or laptop, but we have shown 

the main connectivity of the experiment which is between 

raspberry pi, dht11 sensor and micro-USB cable. The Below 

figure shows the connectivity as we did in our work.  

 

Figure 4.4 – Raspberry Pi and DHT11 sensor integrated 
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Another important prerequisite of this is Internet. It should be 

available during the whole process to process and execute the 

operations of IoT. The data of IoT gets stored using Things 

Speak API. Server holds the data in cloud and then visualize 

and perform streams. The data can be sent to Things Speak 

that visualize the real time data and can share the details of 

social platforms, such as Twilio and Twitter. MATLAB 

analytics and MATLAB code have been used by Things 

Speakfor preprocessing and analytics the data. After 

connecting all the modules to controller, we wrote the code to 

assimilate the temperature and humidity data and further send 

all the data to Thingspeak, the main code is written in python 

as shown below: 

 

import sys 

import urllib2 

from time import sleep 

import Adafruit_DHT as dht 

 

from Crypto.Cipher import AES 

 

key = 'abcdefghijklmnop' 

 

# Enter Your API key here 

myAPI = '3UQPIDWDLSTSN4DX' 

# URL where we will send the data, Don't change it 

baseURL = 'https://api.thingspeak.com/update?api_key=%s' 

% myAPI 

def DHT11_data(): 

        # Reading from DHT11 and storing the temperature and 

humidity 

        humi, temp = dht.read_retry(dht.DHT11, 23) 

        return humi, temp 

while True: 

        try: 

                humi, temp = DHT11_data() 

                # If Reading is valid 

                if isinstance(humi, float) and isinstance(temp, 

float): 

                        # Formatting to two decimal places 

                        humi = '%.2f' % humi                                        

                        temp = '%.2f' % temp 

                        cipher = AES.new(key, AES.MODE_ECB) 

                        msg1 =cipher.encrypt('temp is tt='+temp) 

                        msg2 =cipher.encrypt('humi is tt='+humi) 

 

                        print(msg1.encode("hex")) 

 

                        print(msg2.encode("hex")) 

 

                        decipher = AES.new(key, AES.MODE_ECB) 

                        print(decipher.decrypt(msg1)) 

                        print(decipher.decrypt(msg2)) 

 

                        #print(humi) 

                        #print(temp) 

 

                        # Sending the data to thingspeak 

                        conn = urllib2.urlopen(baseURL + 

'&field1=%s&field2=%s' % (temp, humi)) 

                        print conn.read() 

                        # Closing the connection 

                        conn.close() 

                else: 

                        print 'Error' 

                # DHT22 requires 2 seconds to give a reading, so 

make sure to add delay of above 2 seconds. 

                sleep(15) 

        except: 

                break 

 

The aforementioned code is used to fetch the data of 

temperature and humidity values from the DHT11 sensor and 

all the data is then sent using the encrypted techinique,for 

which the AES encryption methodhas been used to encrypt 

the data ebing transmitted over the internet. Whenever we 

send the data to the thingspeak, it tends to store the data and 

start analyzing the data while creating a real time graph as 

shown below belowin terms of humidity and temperature 

values. As shown below in figure 4.5, humidity graph has 

represented highest temperature as 32 degree Celsius and 

lowest as 23 degree celsius. The disparity can bee noted 

because of slight change in temperature after we turned the 

air conditioning system to verify the working of temperature 

sensor accurately. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.5 – Thingspeak temperature analytics graph from 

data collected from DHT11 

 

 

Also, the Humidity values were calculated by DHT11 sensor 

and the thingspeak graph for humidity is shown down below 

in figure 4.6, where the highest value denoted is 74% and 

lowest is 59%. 
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Figure 4.6 – Thingspeak humidity analytics graph from data 

collected from DHT11 

 

The data of IoT is quite crucial which is send by default in 

plain text form, so it is highly vulnerable to MITM attacks 

i.e. Man-in-the-Middle attack. Therefore, attackers or hackers 

can breach the data and manipulate it over the internet 

without informing the receiver and sender. To solve this, 

encryption is essential which secures the IoT data. As shown 

in the code also, we have used the Advanced Encryption 

Standard with 128 bits in ECB mode. When data is being 

ready to transmitted from the raspberry pi towards the 

internet, data gets encrypted with AES symmetric encryption 

method under the ECB mode. Following output represents 

the data is being sent in encrypted form whenever python 

code file gets executed, it shows perpetual data delivery to 

the thingspeak server that is located on public internet.The 

value that is being sent is clearly in encrypted form as Temp 

is tt = 29.00 with ECB mode using AES-128 and secret key 

as abcdefghijklmnop is: 

 

Encrypted Value– 
22C2DBB7698D0BE69CC1B6131FB44E938E64CE873F17

4DBB2423FCD814580E15 

 

Data is sent in encrypted form using AES encryption, we can 

verify it by decrypting it with AES decryption tool available 

online using any AES Decryption tool. Firstly we will see if 

it produces the same value that is shown in the output by 

entering the value related text, mode and key value in the 

requirement section and then when we press enter, it is clear 

that it is creating same value as created by our code. 

 
Now if we do the decryption using the same tool this time for 

decryption, we will see that after entering encrypted value, 

mode, number of bits and key value, the encrypted value gets 

decrypted again to its real plain text form verifying that our 

code has worked properly.  

 

Encrypted Value – 

22C2DBB7698D0BE69CC1B6131FB44E938E64CE873F17

4DBB2423FCD814580E15 

Key – abcdefghijklmnop 

Plain Text – Temp is tt = 29.00 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION  

 

IoT is rising rapidly and almost all the businesses and 

industries are either using it or looking forward to integrate 

them with their work to increase security, business 

productivity, performance etc. Security is one of the biggest 

reason people are thinking on if they go with IoT solutions or 

not. Different IoT applications like Home Automation, Smart 

Cities, Smart Transport, Smart Industry, Smart Healthcare 

systems etc., use critical data which is needed to be make 

confidential while at transport from source to destination. By 

default, Plain-Text data is used between the communicating 

devices and large scale or processor intensive encryption 

algorithms cannot be used on lightweight micro controllers. 

Ligthweight Encryption Standards are not as secure as some 

of the encryption standards used at processor level like AES, 

3DES etc. AES128 can be used on micro controllers like 

Intel Galileo, Raspberry Pi etc. against the Lightweight 

Encryption Standards. A Raspberry Pi with single GB Ram is 

connected with DHT11 sensor and it sends data to thingspeak 

server over the internet. We have encrypted the IoT data 

using AES-128 algorithm to bring confidentiality over the 

internet. 
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